santa fe new mexico wikipedia - the magazine has been the arts magazine of santa fe since its founding by guy cross in 1992 it publishes critical reviews and profiles new mexico based artists monthly each wednesday the alternative weekly newspaper the santa fe reporter publishes information on the arts and culture of santa fe, history of santa fe new mexico - santa fe is the oldest capital city and the second oldest surviving city founded by european colonists on land that later became part of the united states the city has been the capital of the spanish kingdom of new mexico mexican province of nuevo mejico u s territory of new mexico and state of new mexico since 1912, who was the founder of santa fe answers com - santa fe was occupied by the pueblo indians as early as 1050 spanish presence begins with francisco coronado s expedition in 1515, who founded santa fe answers com - the first european settlement founded in colorado was santa fe de nuevo mejico this was founded by spanish conquistador juan de onate, tourism santa fe history - history santa fe is the oldest capital city in north america and the oldest european community west of the mississippi while santa fe was inhabited on a very small scale in 1607 it was truly settled by the conquistador don pedro de peralta in 1609 1610 santa fe is the site of both the oldest public building in america, santa fe trail history - the santa fe trail was america s first commercial highway traders established the trail which connected missouri to santa fe new mexico and covered some 900 miles of the great plains in 1821, about santa fe city of santa fe new mexico - situated at 7 000 feet in the foothills of the southern rocky mountains santa fe is the highest and oldest capital in the u s founded between 1607 and 1610 it s america s second oldest city in 1912 new mexico officially achieved statehood, santa fe history la fonda on the plaza - explore the story behind la fonda on the plaza la fonda on the plaza holds a coveted place in santa fe history a component in a rich tapestry of hospitality that predates american independence city records indicate that la fonda sits on the site of the town s first inn established when the city was founded by spaniards in 1607, hyundai santa fe wikipedia - the santa fe was a milestone in the company s restructuring program of the late 1990s because the suv was a hit with american buyers the suv was so popular that at times hyundai had trouble supplying the demand the santa fe quickly became hyundai s best seller and contributed to hyundai s success in the united states, archdiocese of santa fe santa fe nm - the mission of the archdiocese of santa fe is to enable empower and educate the ordained religious and laity of the archdiocese to use their giftedness in the service of the gospel from these efforts the staff of the catholic center seeks to form leaders in service to the faith community this is accomplished by providing information resources and direction according to archdiocesan, friends of history santa fe new mexico tours - friends of history is a volunteer support group for the new mexico history museum and palace of the governors in santa fe new mexico its mission is to raise funds and public awareness for the museum s exhibitions and programs, santa fe new mexico the city different legends of america - established in 1607 santa fe is the second oldest city founded by european colonists in the united states only st augustine florida founded in 1565 is older built upon the ruins of an abandoned tanoan indian village santa fe was the capital of the kingdom of new mexico which was claimed for spain by francisco vasquez de coronado in 1540